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1. INTRODUCTION
The computerprogram FEMSAT <van BAKEL« 1978 )has been
extended/ modified/ and extensively tested in the last year.
The extensions and modifications as given in this report
are the change from an explicit to an implicit calculation
scheme/ options to include different type of interactions
with the surface tuater system« capillary rise and net
rainfall. For the output of the results one can choose
between results per node or per sub-region and the
posibility to limit the output in various ways.

For steady groundwater flow the program FEMSATS is
available and for unsteady flow calculations the program
FEMSAT. Both programmes require virtually the same input
data/ so one can easily change from steady to unsteady flow
calculations.

This report will describe the adopted calculation method
in Chapter 2» the derivation of the general equation of
motion for groundwater flow in Chapter 3« and the boundary
conditions such as surface water systems« and how they are
treated» in Chapter 4.
Part 2 of this report will contain the user's manual (
QUERNER, 1984 ). It deals with the required input data for
the programmes/ a worked out example« plotting of results«
and the estimation of computertime (VAX-11/750 ). With a
separate contouring program« one can plot the calculated
hydraulic heads for any time or the change in waterlevel
from the beginning.

2. ADOPTED CALCULATION SCHEME
The program uas originally based on an explicit
calculation scheme (van BAKEL« 1978 )which means that all
external flous imposed on a layer used for the calculations
at a certain timestep mere taken from the previous timestep
( see figure 1 ). The external flous such as a discharge to
the surface water system or capillary rise are actualy
dependeble of the unknown hydraulic heads at the present
timestep.
Explicit methods turn out to be stable if the speed with
which information from some point spreads in the
computational scheme is smaller than the physical speed of
propagation of a disturbance. This often means a severe
restriction on the timestep to be used.
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Figure 1-Explicit and implicit calculation scheme

By an implicit method all factors affecting the flouata
certain timelevel are used to calculate the flou at that
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particular timelevel. With this method the timestep can be
chosen independently of the node spacing. The
Crank-Nicolson approximation introduces a central time
difference orweighting parameter. Ituses inaddition to
the flows from the present timelevel/ the flows from the
previous timelevel (see figure 1 >. This method isin
general unconditional stable and will not impose
restrictions on the timestep to be used. If the weighting
parameter 8 is0.5, itmeans a straightforward average
between the two time levels.
The Crank-Nicolson approximation ispreferred over the
other methods» because it has the smallest truncation error
( error that derives from the truncation of the Taylor
series ). The reader isreferred toREMSON et al. (1971 )
for a detailed description on the various calculation
schemes and their advantages.
To include the unkown boundary flows, itwill be required
to include their contributions in the equation ofmotion.
Therefore the equation for a boundary condition must be
written as a function of the unknown hydraulic head (see
Chapter 4 ).

3. EQUATION OF MOTION

3.1. Unsteady flow

For the derivation of the equation of motion the solution
domain is divided into a finite number of elements. Each
element can have a triangular or quadrilateral shape. The
nodes are representative for a certain area surrounded by
it.
The model assumes that groundwater is flowing horizontal
in waterbearing layers and vertical in less-permeable
layers. The finite element network is taken the same for
each layer. The nodes are assumed to lay in the middle of
each layer.

The equation of motion can be obtained by considering an
aquifer layer with a node iand applying the principle of
conservation of mass and momentum.
Unsteady flow conditions will indicate that during a time
interval from t to t + At a quantity of water will flow to
or from node i. The amount of water involved will result in
a rise or fall of the hydraulic head. Therefore one can
write the continuity equation as :
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where 6 is a weighting parameter between the timelevels t
and t + A t and B^ is the storage factor for node i. The
storage factor has been defined elsewhere <van BAKEL* 1978
and NEUMAN et al.* 1974 ). The term G.. is the flow from
node j to node iand Q is the externar flow.
e
Equation (1) can be written as :
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h

t
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The first two terms on the right hand side of equation
(2) represents the flows to or from node iat time t and the
third and fourth term are the actual change in flow over the
considered timestep. The linearization of the equations
have been done to avoid re-evaluating certain level
dependeble parameters after each iteration.
For the external flow GL imposed on a layer it has been
assumed that it depends on the hydraulic head l\. If it is
just a function of time (discharge or recharge >thenG^
should be specified at time t + eAt and d Q e / dh^ = 0.
The equation of motion for the flow between node iand
adjacent nodes j in the same layer/ can be written as :

EG..-EA..(h. - h. )
J
J

(5)

where the matrix Ajj contains the conductivity parameters
for horizontal flow in a waterbearing layer. For the
definition of the conductivity matrix see NEUMAN et
al. ( 1974 ). Between two nodes the flow is linear related
to the difference in hydraulic head. Equation (5) can
therefore also be used to define a change in flow given the
changes in hydraulic head between two adjacent nodes. The
flow towards a node is assumed as positive and from a node
as negative.

The term Q e is the summation of all boundary flows of the
node under consideration. This can be a discharge/recharge«
leakagei discharge to/from the surface water system or a
flux to/from the unsaturated zone.
For equation (2) one can write the boundary flows as a
function of the phreatic waterlevel h.; except for the
recharge«discharge or nett rainfall. The level dependeble
relations (boundary conditions ) are often non-linear* but
linear relations are required for the general equation of
motion« otherwise the adopted solution procedure is not
valid. A linearization technique has been applied« where a
non-linear relation is replaced by a series of linear
relations. In figure 4 an example is given of such a linear
relation. More details on the particular equations for all
the boundary flows is given in Chapter 4.

The external flou» is composed of the following flou» terms

Q = A ( c i + q . + q, + q
e
r ^t
^s
1

) + Q.

(6)
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In which Aj- is the area allocated to node i. The linear
relation for the tertiary surface flux can be written as :
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Far the secondary surface flux as :
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For the capillary rise as :

q »a +ß <h - h. )
C

C

C

g

(10)
1

where the layer under consideration is given the subscript
1. The leakage term is written for a layer enclosed by two
aquitards. All the flows are given per unit area of the
node considered.
Equations (7) to (10) are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4.

For the derivation of the general equation of motion it
has been assumed that there is present a waterbearing layer
with a tertiary surface water system and a semi-impervious
layer below it (see figure 2 ). All other flow terms not
included in the general equation of motion can be treated in
a simillar way> but are not included here for simplicity.
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Figure 2 - Schematization of terms for waterbalance

Substituting equation (5) ( (7a) and (9) into equation (2)
it becomes
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The actual change of discharge from the tertiary surface
water system is calculated as the derivative of the tertiary
discharge for the considered groundwater depth ( see
equation 21 ).
If the actual change in hydraulic head is not too great
or the change in surface discharge for changing depth is
also small, it is possible to keep the derivative constant
during the iteration process. A marginal error will occur
in the calculation of the contribution/ of the surface
discharge, on the change in hydraulic head for a node i. In
figure 3 this effect is shown. With the derivative of the
discharge kept constant/ the contribution of it on the
hydraulic head (Ah*j) is for instance q,, but it should

have been q~ ( s e e 'figure 3 ). If the change in hydraulic
head over tne timestep is Ah*2< which is in fact smaller then
Ah*j/ but the relation is in that particular zone strongly
non-linear/ then the result would be an substantial error in
the discharge (q.3against «14 in figure 3 ). If this
occurs« the timestep is taken as half the current timestep
and the calculations are repeated for two timesteps« after
which the old timestep is used again for further
calculations.
The test performed to check the relations on its
non-linear behaviour is done by calculation of the discharge
by h.+ Ah and h.+ 0.5Ah. If the condition :

!q

t+At
t+.5At
-q.
> 0.20
t+At
1

is true/ then the timestep used is to big» and requires to
be adjusted. This test and possible adjusment of timestep
is done by the relations for the discharge to the surface
water system and for the capillary rise. If the drainage
resistance is calculated as a relation of the groundwater
depth/ such as equation (20), then the drainage resistance
is calculated at time t + At and t + .5At. If this change
is also more then 20 percent« then the timestep will be
decreased. The factor 0.20 will be standard in the
programme/ but can be changed by inserting it in the input
data.

Figure 3-Error in contribution of surface discharge
on the hydraulic head

From equation (11)the change in hydraulic head between
time tand t+ At is then:
t
t
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All the coefficients (not containing A) can be specified
for time t. With equation (12)the change inhydraulic head
over the considered timestep can be calculated; and then
with equation (4)the total head.

3.2. Steady flow
For the calculation of steady flow the storage factor is
not included. The hydraulic head for node ican also be
written ina similar manner as for the unsteady flow
situation» except that now the final hydraulic head as such
iscalculated and not a certain change over a timestep.

(12)

The continuity equation becomes now
ZQ..+ G = 0
6
j1J

(13)

All flows to or from node ifrom the surrounding nodes j
in the same layer must be equal to the external flow.
Equation (5)can be substituted into the above equation!
which results in:
ZA..(h. - h. )+G •0
. i j l

i

(14)
e

J
For the boundary flows exerted onanode one can use the
relations such as given in equation (6)to (10). The same
situation as for the unsteady flow is taken for the
derivation of the equation of motion (figure 2).
The hydraulic head for node ican now bewritten as:
?A..h. +a +ß h + h.-./.5C
_t _t g_
ij+i
?A..+ ßt + 1/.5C1+1

h . «J__LL_L

l

(15)

Equation (15)can be solved with theGauss-Seidel
iterative method in the same manner as will be outlined for
the unsteady flow situation inChapter 5.
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4. SPECIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

4.1. Drainage or sub-irrigation
The interaction between the surface water system and the
groundwater system is commonly modelled by means of socalled
tertiary and secondary systems.
The tertiary system consists of shallow ditchesi
sometimes filled with water and only present in the toplayer
of the groundwatermodel. The secondary system consists of
channels/ commonly filled with water and they can protude
into deeper layers. The relations which govern the flows
for these two types are discussed below.

4.2. Tertiary surface water system

For the tertiary surface water flux one can use two type
of relations :
1 - discharge dependeble on groundwaterdepth only
2 - discharge dependeble on difference between hydraulic
head and the open-water level in the ditch
As stated in Chapter 3 the general equation of motion
requires linear relations for the boundary flows. A
non-linear relation such as shown in figure 4 must be
linearised. Between two successive depth points a linear
relation is defined as :

t

t

t

in which h* is the groundwaterdepth.
The two conditions for this linear relation are :
h < h* O

h

11
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F i g u r e 4 - Typical r e l a t i o n between g r o u n d w a t e r
d i s c h a r g e and groundwater depth

E q u a t i o n (16) can be w r i t t e n in a generalized form as the
r e l a t i o n for the d i s c h a r g e dependent on the hydraulic head
as :

at+ßt<

h

g

h.)

<17)

î

w h e r e h» is the g r o u n d l e v e l for node i. The r e l a t i o n which
is determined for the particular area to be analysed/ can
also include the d i s c h a r g e from the secondary surface water
system.

The r e l a t i o n as proposed by E R N S T < 1978 ) and given in
figure 5 can be selected as a r e l a t i o n in the
c o m p u t e r p r o g r a m by using the a p p r o p r i a t e option.
Other
r e l a t i o n s can be defined by given N - t i m e s a q and
h* value/
resulting in ( N-l > linear relations.
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Figure 5 - Relation between groundwater discharge and
groundwater depth (ERNST, 1978 )

For the second type of relation the equations become

q. = 3 (h

h.)

(18)

l

where
ß = - l/a .T

(19)

the

in which ht is the water- or invertlevel of the ditch in
tertiary system/ ais a geometry factor to convert the
hydraulic head midway between two ditches to the average
hydraulic head/ and T is the drainage resistance.
The geometry factor acan vary between O.65 and 1.O.
The lower limit is for a pure parabolic change in phreatic
waterlevel near the ditch. A value of 0.8 is used in the
program.
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ERNST gave a general relation for the drainage resistance
dependent on the groundwater depth as:
4.75
T-60+ 100 (h

h.)+ 350
g

(h

î
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(20)

eresistance the
step is used. During
rainage resistance is
nage resistance will
the timestep« then the
rface water system
e to the non-linear
elations by the
epeated with half the
outlined in paragraph

Wether there iswater in the ditch one can have two
conditions for the factor ß of equation (19):
free draining ditch

)

wl

The change of discharge per timestep for the tertiary
surface water system can now bewritten from equation (17)
or (18) identical as:

Ah.= Aq •-ß Ah.
dh.

1

fc

t

(21)
x

l

Equation (21)can be substituted into equation (2), as
given in equation(11).

4.3. Secondary surface water system
For the secondary surface water system the equation per
unit length of ditch is:
q = ß(h - h.)
S

S

S

(22)
1

where
3 »
S

(23)
R +R
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The radial resistance R can bewritten as
r
R

a
r

ln

TT k

ad
£__ s

(24)

TTP

inwhich h s is the waterlevel in the channel« k isthe
hydraulic conductivity« d is the thickness of the saturated
layer close to the drainage layer« P is the wetted perimeter
of the channel and as isa coefficient depending on size of
the channel. If the channel issmall (depth less then 2.50
m )then as is4.0- S.0« and for larger channels as is6.0
- 7.0. The upper limit can be selected for empty stage and
the lower limit for bankfull channels.
The wetted perimeter P can be calculated from the
cross-setions of the ditches, orwith the emperical
relationship :

„•>-*

P »B. + 2 y / . 0 9 D ' + 1

(25)

b
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where Bb is the bottomwidth» y is the uaterdepth in the
channel and O is the depth of the channel.
The entrance resistance Re isstrongly dependent on local
conditions and cannot be calculated explicitly/ but must be
measured on site and required as input for the
computerprogram.
The change of discharge per timestep for the secondary
surface water system can be written from equation (22)as
Aq =- ß Ah.
s
s i

(26)

4.4. Leakage
Ifwe consider an water bearing layer enclosed between
two less-permeable layers« then the change invertical flux
for layer L can be written as:
h

1

i 1+1 "

.5 c1+1

h

i

h

i 1-1 ~
.5

h

i

Cl_,

where c is the hydraulic (vertical )resistance of the
less-permeable layer and defined as:
d
c =

(28)
k

where d is the vertical thickness of the layer and kthe
hydraulic conductivity.
If between two aquifers the aquitard ismissing« then
equation (27)cannot be used to calculate the flux between
the two aquifers. These two layers at node iwill then be
considered as one layer with adjacent nodes in the two
separate layers« such as shown in figure 6.
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node i
nqde
point

Figure 6 - Solution procedure -fornodes inhere c-layer
is not present

The program assumes that the C-layer is not present when
the hydraulic conductivity is less then 50.

4.5. Capillary rise
The flux for a specified soil profile depends on the
groundwaterdepth and the pressure head in the root zone of
the unsaturated zone (de LAAT* 1980 >. Therefore the
relation for the capillary rise is non-linear. Again a
linearization technique has been applied and the capillary
flux for each depth zone can be written as :

ac+

ß

c<

(29)

-h.

g

î

Figure 7 gives a typical relationship between capillary
flux and the groundwater depth.
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rizm*^

Figure 7 -Typical relationship between capillary flux
and grounduiaterdepth

4.6. Model boundary
For the boundary of the domain one can impose a constant
hydraulic head or a constant flow. In case of a constant
head for a nodal point, equation (12) isnot performed for
those nodes. This results ina zero change in head per
timestep and the overall hydraulic head will not change in
time.
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5. SOLUTION PROCEDURE AND FLOW DIAGRAM
In equation (12) all the flou» contributions are written
in terms of the unknown hydraulic head. It means that the
iteration process is unconditonal stable. Equation (12) can
now be solved to obtain the hydraulic heads for each node.
The Gauss-Seidel iterative method was used with successive
over-relaxation. The Gauss-Seidel method is a point
iterative solution method which uses updated information
whenever it is possible. This means that the latest
calculated value of Ah^ is used for the solution of levels
in all other nodes affected by node i in the same iteration.
An over-relaxation factor is used to accelerate the
iteration process. The calculated values obtained at the
n-th iteration/ can be improved by considering a weighted
mean of hÇ and h"
In this way the hydraulic heads
converge in less iterations to their final value. The
computerprogram facilitates two methods of over-relaxation.
They are the constant multiplication factor per timestepi
and the factor dependent on the ratio old-new hydraulic
head. The two methods of over-relaxation are dicussed in
Chapter 6.
Now the hydraulic heads for time t + At can be obtained
by using equation (4). With these new levels the actual
flows in all nodes can be calculated using equation (7) to
(10).

The computerprogram FEMSAT can be devided into a number
of modules. Figure 8 gives a flow chart with the main
activities. The program is build-up in such a way/ that
extensions can be included very easily.
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START "^

*
initialise :
- open files
- variables
- date
1

read data :
- general
- nodal points
- elements

read time d e p e n d e n t
data

calculate :
- A and Q matrix
- d e r i v a t i v e of b o u n d a r y
flows

calculate

h; = hi +

ah;

Ahj

c a l c u l a t e boundary flous
- capi1lary rise
- surface mater
- leakage
- boundary flou

yes

close down :
— w r i t e h e a d s and

flaws to file
close files

(

END

J

Figure 8 -Flow chart of program FEMSAT
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OVER-RELAXATION
During the iteration process one can decrease the number
of iterations by using an over-relaxation technique. The
calculated change in hydraulic head for the considered
timestep at iteration number n ismodified by considering
the change from the previous iteration.
Two common methods of ovei—relaxation are a constant
multiplication factor per timestep or the factor is
dependeble on the relation old-new head. The equations can
bewritten as:
n-1
n
Ah. +W (Ah.-Ah.

Ah

i

n-1
1

(30)

1

and:
nl
Ah.
l

Ah n
,.nAh.

n
Ah.
l

(31)

l

Equation (31) is combined with:
Ah

n
i ~ Qi

nl
Ah

i

+ (1

n-1
e JAh

~ h

(32)

i

inwhich n is the iteration at present considered and W is
the relaxation factor or acceleration parameter. The value
of W depends on the size of the solution domain and the
actual maximum changes in the hydraulic heads per iteration
and can vary between 0and 2.
A practical and simple method for approximating the value
of W is given by Carre (REMSONi 1971 ). For the first
iteration use W= 1.0and for the second iteration W=
1.37S. For successive iterations W can be calculated with
the equations:

W
» 2
opt

1+

1-

(A +W- 1 )'
m
W

(33)

Inwhich Am is the ratio of maximum change in hydraulic
head between the present iteration
nand the previous
iteration and given as:
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À
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Equation (34)gives the optimum (also maximum )value
for the over-relaxation that is posible. Carre suggests
then toreduce the maximum value as given in equation(34).
The new relaxation factor to be used in the next iteration
becomes:

W =W

_(
opt

2 -W
2EF-)

(35)

.

Equation (32)has been included after the over-relaxation
has been done to smooth the changes, otherwise with great
changes in the hydraulic head between the iterations the
over-relaxation becomes rather big. The weigthing parameter
e has been set to0.7 in the programmes FEMSATand FEMSATS.
The number of iterations performed by the program have
been compared. For all the test runs it has been found that
the ratio factor uses 10- 15% less iterations to converge
to the set criterium, than the constant over-relaxation
factor. For other cases this may be different.
Also the ratio factor is unconditional stable/ which is
not allways true when using the constant factor. Here the
maximum change in hydraulic head between two successive
iterations becomes sometimes a little bit greater instead of
smaller. This means a divergence from the exact solution.
For those cases the last iteration isrepeated again with a
relaxation factor which is0.8 times the factor used last.
The method of over-relaxation to be used inthe
programmes can be selected by theuser.
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8. LIST OF SYMBOLS
A..
Ar
B
B|j
c
D
d
hb
hi
hg
hs
hwl
h*
Ah
j
k
L
N
n
P
Gij
Qe
q
Rr
Re
t
At
W
x
y
6
a
ß
T
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~
-

-

conductivity matrix
area representative for node
storage factor
bottomwidth of channel
hydraulic (vertical )resistance
depth of channel
thickness of layer
invertlevel of ditch
hydraulic head fornode i
groundlevel at node i
waterlevel in secondary system
waterlevel in ditch
groundwater depth
change in hydraulic head pertimestep
number of nodes connected tonode i
hydraulic conductivity
layer index
number of points
iteration index
wetted perimeter
flou between node iand j
external flow
flow perunit area
radial resistance
entrance resistance
time
timestep
relaxation factor
length
waterdepth in channel
weighting parameter
constant or geometry factor
slope of linear relation
drainage resistance
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